Georgia Environmental Protection Division Public Drinking Water
Consumer Confidence Report Certification Form

Community Water System (CWS) Name: ________________________________

Georgia Public Water System I.D. Number: ___________ Reporting Year: ___________

The CWS identified above does hereby confirm that a Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) has been distributed to its customers. The water system further certifies that the information contained in the report is accurate and consistent with the compliance monitoring data previously submitted for the same time period to the Division (EPD). In addition, if this report is being used to meet Tier 3 Public Notification requirements, as denoted by the checked box below, the CWS certifies that public notification has been provided to its consumers in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 141.204(d).

Certified and attested by the following person:

Signature: ________________________________ Date: ________________________________

Name: ________________________________ Title: ________________________________

E-mail: ________________________________ Phone: ________________________________

☐ The CCR includes text which provides mandated Public Notice for a monitoring violation (check box, if yes)

EPD requests the following material in order to gather information on distribution methods utilized by Community Water Systems. Please mark and/or fill out all items which apply to your CCR program or means of report distribution.

For ALL community water systems, indicate the method(s) used for CCR notification and/or distribution:

Note: For systems serving >10,000 persons, a "good faith effort" must be made to your "other" water system consumers by three or more of the following methods (mark all methods utilized):

☐ CCR is posted on the Internet at a publicly available site:
   http://________________________________________________________________________

☐ Notification of Electronic CCR with direct URL
   ☐ utility bill ☐ email ☐ publication in newspaper ☐ other (e.g., bill insert, newsletter, postcard)

☐ Electronic Delivery of CCR
   ☐ Direct e-mail delivery of CCR (☐ attached ☐ embedded ☐ direct URL to CCR)
   If the CCR was provided by a direct URL, please provide the direct URL Internet address:
   http://________________________________________________________________________

☐ Electronic Delivery with customer option to request paper CCR
☐ US Postal Service mailing to all consumers within the service area (attach list of zip codes used)
☐ Advertised availability of CCR to local news media (attach announcement used)
☐ Published CCR in local newspaper (attach physical copy of paper publication)
☐ Posted CCR notice of availability in prominent public location(s) (attach list)
☐ Directly delivered individual CCR copies to all residents in the community
☐ Directly mailed individual CCR copies to each customer receiving a water bill
☐ Included notice of availability with water bill
☐ Other direct delivery methods were utilized such as (please list below):
   ________________________________________________________________________________

Indicate the number of "consumers served" or "population served" by your water system:

☐ <500 consumers served
☐ 501 - 9,999 consumers served
☐ 10,000 - 99,999 consumers served
☐ >100,000 consumers served

Send completed CCR certification form AND a copy of final CCR to the following address:
GA EPD, Drinking Water Compliance Unit
2 Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, SE
Floyd Towers East, Suite 1152
Atlanta, GA 30334

Important Due Dates: July 1-Deadline for CCR to EPD and Consumers
October 1-Deadline for CCR Certification Forms to EPD